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 My Master’s thesis research, “Metabolic Abnormalities of Progeny from Caloric 
Restricted Mother Rats” was based on the premise that in utero biochemical/nutritional 
environment affects the developing fetus. I concluded that in utero maternal 
undernutrition (e.g. protein and/or calories) not only restricts the physical size of the 
offspring, but also impairs the metabolism of the offspring at the cellular level affecting 
the levels of an enzyme (SDH) involved in protein catabolism.1At that time the world’s 
dilemma was: Could we produce enough food to feed an increasing population? First we 
thought the problem was a protein deficit, then it was calories – lack of enough food, 
period. Fast forward 40 years later, we now are producing enough food and the Achilles’ 
heel of humanity is not a food deficit, but an over abundance of tasty, cheap, easily 
available foods high in calories (fat and sugar).  Indeed, by the late 1980’s my Ph.D. 
research2 in Central America indicated that nearly 50% of women with preschool 
children in the study population were overweight. Obesity is now the scourge of our 
modern world, being the underlying cause of many chronic illnesses.  
 Concurrent with silent surge in the world population’s overall girths3, was the 
understanding of the effects of micronutrients such as folic acid as it relates to fetal 
development, and the role of subclinical vitamin A deficiency in morbidity and mortality 
of children due to measles.  
 The relationship between dietary nutrients and mental illness has evolved more 
slowly. The realization that mental illnesses are medical conditions that may have 
environmental triggers is relatively recent. Diet is a major environmental factor 
underlying many physical illnesses, and mental illnesses may be no exception. 
 
 Two major nutrients have been implicated in the development of schizophrenia 
and various mood disorders (e.g. bipolar and depression.) Gluten, a protein found in 
wheat, barley and rye, has been well documented as an environmental trigger in celiac 
disease. This condition, not only leads to malabsorption resulting in poor nutrition, but 
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also changes the permeability of the gut. According to Wei, J. et al,4  the gut may lose 
its capacity to block exogenous psychosis-causing substances that may enter the body 
thus causing the development of schizophrenia and other mental conditions.  
 
Epidemiological studies have indicated that in countries and areas of the world where 
the native diet is low in wheat gluten, the prevalence of schizophrenia, and other 
mental conditions, is low relative to other countries.5  
 
Similarly, for wartime soldiers fed a diet relatively high in gluten who returned to their 
countries of origin with mental illness diagnosis, their conditions reversed itself when 
they began to consume diets of low gluten in their countries of origin.6  This study with 
soldiers is especially intriguing when compared with migrant studies where people who 
immigrated from one area to another and who started eating the typical diet of their new 
residency assumed the risk of the area to which they moved.78   
 
Also, results of a double-blind gluten-free/gluten–load controlled trial in a secure 
ward population,9 conducted over 25 years ago indicated that 8% of the patients 
improved during gluten-free period and relapsed when the gluten diet was introduced.  
 
 
 
Other studies10 1112also have concluded that the wheat gluten may have a primary 
schizophrenia-promoting effect. This information remains essentially locked in the 
scientific journals and few psychiatrists and clinicians know of this, or make the 
recommendation for a dietary change.13       
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  More recently some cases of schizophrenia and autism have been hypothetically 
linked to prenatal vitamin D deficiency.14  The association between sunlight and mood 
disorders, seasonal affective disorder, and light deficiency was recognized centuries ago, 
and clinicians often prescribed countryside sojourns and cod liver oil, and more recently 
light treatment therapy. Post World War II modern world brought more and more 
sedentary indoor activities and by the 1980s the use of sunscreens to block the sun’s 
ultraviolet (UV) light became prevalent. Several studies now point to a deficiency in this 
vitamin in the US population.  Deficiency of vitamin D in US population has been 
reported to reach epidemic levels and is associated with the trend of less and less 
sunlight exposure.15 16 17However, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) while increasing the 
DRI for Americans and Canadians for healthy people concluded that the average 
American and Canadian is meeting his or her needs for vitamin D.18 The IOM, however, 
noted that obese people could have deficiencies because their bodies quickly break 
down vitamin D and store it in fat cells rather than putting it to use in the body.  
          The IOM reference to obesity and vitamin D deficiency is in itself of great 
significance given the current obesity epidemic (notwithstanding the effects of some 
antipsychotic drugs on weight gain.)19 
 
THESE DIETARY EFFECTS AND CONDITIONS ARE REAL AND MAY 
PROVIDE RELIEF FOR MANY PEOPLE. 
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